9K – Preview Answers
Multiple choice

Select the correct word(s) to fill the blanks.
1. Head straight down that road until you see a stop sign.
a. head / down

b. take / down

c. slide / up

2. The east exit leads to the road over the mountains.
a. takes you

b. closes off

c. leads to

3. I think we’ve gone too far, we better double back to the last signpost.
a. take down

b. double back

c. walk out

4. When you come out of the tunnel, look for the road veering down to the harbour.
a. wrap around

b. come out of

c. go under

5. Slide your hand under the edge of the table and try to find the button.
a. slide / under

b. hold / down

c. put / in

6. The use-by date should be on the bottom, just flip it over and take a look.
a. push it up

b. take it over

c. flip it over

7. Take a left and follow the street until you see the supermarket.
b. take

a. go

c. walk

8. Take this string and wrap it around the hook on the wall.
a. put / down
You try

b. pull / up

c. wrap / around

Answers will vary

Choose a place in your neighbourhood and describe how you can get there from your house. Try and
use some of the verbs from the last exercise.
To get to Korien Station from my house, you need to turn left once you leave the front
door, then head straight down the street. After walking for about five minutes, you should
see a tunnel that leads to the park. Once you come out of the tunnel, take a left at the
first road and walk another five minutes. Korien Station will be directly in front of you.

Imagine you are on a desert island. How would you build a raft with the following materials:
6 planks of wood
Lots of rope
A large bed sheet
A large balloon
First, I would tie the pieces of wood together with the rope. Then I would place the bed
sheet on top of the wood, so that water won’t be able to get through the gaps in the
planks. I would blow up the balloon and tie it to another piece of rope, so that a ship will
be able to see me floating in the ocean.
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